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THE WORKPLACE

3 ways

to squash remo e-wo

Conflict's not always the worst thing. But in

a

virtual

ing, tensions

squabbles
misunderstandings can quickly escalate toward all-out war. Here's

how to prevent problems before they fester.

By Dianna Booher

Dec.76,2O2t
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Conflict indicates an engaged work team
Often, conflict prevents bad decisions and big mistakes and
that hamper productivity and even halt progress altogether,
Workplace conflict has increased despite the factthat 63%
home as their usual workplace pre-pandemic. Why?
When employees work remotely, the risks are greater than
allowances for their personal quirks on a work project. One

ideas. But the downside: Small irritations can fester into bie team divisions

respondents to

people can

recent survey say they are not physically going into the office and 10% claim

in the breakroom, get to know each other's idiosyncrasies, and make
or text can raise hackles. and vou'll never know about the "slow burn" until

the conflict bursts into flames,
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Common causes of remote workplace conflict
Personality clashes. Personality clashes happen even with those who've
after 50 years ! The always-pu nctua I people seem to marry those who don't st
rub shoulders day after day, they develop tolerance and coping skills.

So

side by side for years. (Think marriage partners who still tick each other
t to get dressed

until it's time for

ential clashes arise on

when

a

a

off

party to start.) But when such opposites

project, they make allowances and push the button

on their coping skills to decompress.

ity quirks. No tolerance cushion has been built between them. They're
age thei r work or project.

But in a remote workforce, they have no such knowledge of each other's per
inclined to regard the other person's quirk as a direct insult or an attempt to

Work styles. Some people always make it a priority to work ahead of deadlin
their best work "under pressurel' Some workers consider themselves "peopl
involvecl. By contrast, others consider themselves "task-oriented" and push t

Procrastinators use a loomins deadline as a "motivator" and think they do
iented" and never let a task or project overshadow the needs of the people
selves and others toward a goal no matter the emotional or physical cost

to

the people involved.
When these opposites are assigned together on a project, tempers are bound
have been "exposed" to each other casually and have built trust over a long pe

flare. The only mitigating exception: lf those with the opposing work styles

Poor communication. lf the remote employees live and work in different
and body language (think Zoom) unfamiliar to others. All of these can lead to

ies

they tend to grant each other grace and tolerance

,

or areas of the countries, they often use slang, terms, speaking patterns,
standings and conflict

th totally different standards, procedures, resources, and authorizations. For
Protocol standards. Ad hoc teams often come out of different environments
ponses within two to three days. Yunuen reports to her boss on billing issues;
example, Vern reports to Max on engineering studies; his boss expects email
two remote workers on the new team will have a different understanding about
her boss expects email responses within one to four hours. So naturally,
otner.
the proper response time to questions from the project manager - and to
Add to that confusion varying standards about how their resources (funds
"check in" with the project manager before moving to the next step in a proc

Howto resolve remote workplace conflicts before tempe
Whether you're the project manager for an ad hoc team or the manager of a

staffrng) should be allocated. Also, add to that ambiguity: When should they
The potential for conflict expands with each remote worker on the team.

s?

explode
that will be working together for the foreseeable future, the following tips

will help you hold temPers at baY:
Establish protocols and state expectations. Communicate your expectati
What's the expected response time on emails? Are there exceptions? lf
When a task is delegated, will you specify the "checkback" points or is
Can all workers communicate directly with all others on the team?
What kind of communication (topics) must always go through you
At what point in a project should progress reports be sent to you?

explicitlyfor things such

as:

what?
up to the person responsible for the task?
being sent forward to those higher in the organization?

Who shou ld be copied on what types of status reports?
What resources are available for what workers to use in accomplishing
What information is confidential to the team?
You get the idea. Leave nothing to chance or assumption when it comes to ex

Recognize and reward team achievements. Be quick to recognize good
rewards become routine and expected, they lose their effectiveness to

tations,
But also be careful not to reward mediocre work When recognition and
and

lift productivity.

h a system could be formal or informal: A monthly "fireside chat" whereby
system for employees to raise questions and deal with conflicts
is not working. Or you could set up a more formal survey of questions,
employees cou ld ask questions about "why this or that" or tel l you what they
from another division, an outside supplier, or a contract employee).
compiled and reported to you by an objective third party (possibly a

Create

a

These tips

will not resolve all conflict alrong remote workers anymore than

I

resolve conflict among workers who work shoulder to shoulder every day

But they will reduce the potential for small irritants to become big battles.
Dianna Booher is an author, executive coach and speaker' Read more of her
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